
A Complete Health Check
Ensures Uptime and Performance
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Expert Advice
Don’t trust the health of your scale to just 
anyone. METTLER TOLEDO is a premier 
global provider of precision weighing 
equipment and service. Our technicians 
have the expertise and professionalism it 
takes to protect your investment.

Extend Your Scale’s Life
A properly maintained tank scale can pro-
vide many years of accurate weighing. By 
evaluating your scale’s structure and foun-
dation, a health check can determine if 
any steps should be taken to extend the life 
of your scale. 

Maintain Accuracy
Weighing performance can deteriorate over 
time. Maintain your scale’s accuracy with 
a thorough health check. Our technicians 
know where to look for damage, wear, 
debris and adjustment problems that 
reduce weighing accuracy.

Tank Scale Health Check

Preventing tank scale problems now is always less 
trouble than fixing them later. A tank scale health 
check is a proactive way to prevent expensive emer-
gency service calls. 

METTLER TOLEDO offers this comprehensive inspec-
tion service for just about every make and model of 
tank scale. Our qualified service technicians give your 
scale a thorough checkup, paying special attention to 
those components that tend to wear out or fail. After 
completing the inspection, they will provide you a de-
tailed report on the scale’s condition and recommend 
any necessary service.

Ensure Reliability 
Equipment always seems to break down at 
the worst time. A health check identifies 
worn components early so that you can 
schedule any required service at your con-
venience. Instead of breakdowns, you get 
assurance that your scale will remain in 
good working condition.
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A Complete Assessment
METTLER TOLEDO inspects every part of your tank scale 
to ensure it is functioning properly. A Tank Scale Health 
Check includes the following: 

• Scale Condition Report
- Scale Structure (tank, vessel, etc.)
- Support/Foundation Structure
- Weigh Modules/Load Cells
- Digital Weigh Module Analytics

• Service Recommendations
- Mechanical
- Electrical
- General

Stop wondering if serious problems are right around the 
corner. Enjoy peace of mind knowing that your tank scale 
has a clean bill of health.

Accuracy Isn't Accidental
Our Tank Scale Health Report is part of a complete port-
folio of service solutions. Let us recommend a service 
plan for your scales to ensure accuracy, reliability and a 
long service life.

Tank Scale Health Check
Protects Your Investment 

Highly trained METTLER TOLEDO service technicians have the 
expertise to keep your tank scale operating at peak performance.


